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Hygienic progressing
cavity pumps for
edible oil transfer

Have you heard about
the FLUKE ii900 Sonic
Industrial Imager?

A

L

n international
manufacturer
and designer of
agricultural, fruit and
food machinery with UK
headquarters approached
us as they required a
pump manufacturer
and supplier to work
alongside their technical
and design engineering
department to specify
the correct pumping
technology for all their
products.
We supplied our customer
with two of our Nova Rotors DXC1L1AISI-316L, hygienic progressing cavity
pumps, also known as Mono pumps or
eccentric screw pumps, this was one
of the first few products we supplied
to this customer. The units are being
used to handle crude and filtered soy
oil, also called soybean oil. Firstly, we
recommended that our customer
changed the pump type being used for
their filtered oil as they were currently
using a centrifugal pump. Due to the
potential changes in temperature and
viscosity depending where in the world
their equipment was installed it was
unlikely for the centrifugal pump to have
the same performance from region to
region, thus a positive displacement
pump was a much better solution for
their system.

ocate compressed
air/gas/vacuum/
steam leaks in your
facility. Reduce
bills and maximise
productivity.

Both pumps can cope with the potential
change in temperature and viscosity
as well as being able to handle solids
up to 12mm, giving them additional
peace of mind. Our DX and JX sanitary
progressing cavity pump range is
extremely versatile, they can be
used with highly viscous fluids with
viscosities up to 1,000,000 cSt but also
thin products such as milk, fruit juices,
wine etc. furthermore they have various
accessories available, including; mobile
trolley, built-in hopper, CIP connection
integrated into the pump body, dry
running protection, bypass valve, control
panel, inverter, heating jacket, grinder
and others upon request.
T +44 (0)1773 302660
sales@northridgepumps.com
www.northridgepumps.com

Save money and time:
n Easy-to-use!
n Pinpoint
compressed air
leaks in minutes
n Scan large areas
efficiently (from up
to 50m)
n Improve reliability
in your production
line
n Ensure proper air pressure to your
pneumatic equipment
n Lower those energy bills!
n Inspecting hazardous areas? Ensure
team safety
n No need to plan down-time!
n 7” 1,280 x 800 LCD touchscreen
Buy now from Acutest and receive
another item of FLUKE equipment
absolutely free.
Are you from the following industries?
n Process Manufacturing: food and
beverage, glass, cement, chemical
processing, pulp, paper and wood
n Automotive, Machinery, Aerospace,
Mining and Mineral Processing,
Utilities (also consider ii910)

Make Acutest your trusted partner for:
n Test Equipment Supply –
Expert support, Full technical
demonstrations, Great stock
availability: FLUKE, Megger, FLIR,
Seaward, Radiodetection, Baur, T
& R Test Equipment, High Voltage
Instruments, Chauvin Arnoux,
Franklin Electric, EA Technology,
Testo, Anton, Socket & See, Kewtech
and many more...
n Calibration and Repair (UKAS/
Traceable) – Fast turnaround, On-site
service, 3 service centres, Nationwide
collection and delivery service
n Training – Tailored to your
application
T 01782 563030
sales@acutest-ukti.co.uk
www.acutestdirect.co.uk
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Test, Measurement & Laboratory News

Vibration measurement in
three axes
N

ew from PCB Piezotronics, the Model 630A91
precision triaxial ICP accelerometer with a
top exit M12 connector has been developed for
space-constrained installations that require an ICP
accelerometer with a vertical run of cable but do not
have room for a 90˚ turn from a straight connector.

How the right environment
can optimise X-ray inspection
performance
X

-ray inspection machines
offer great benefits
to CEMs and OEMs in
both quality control and
troubleshooting applications.
However, the most powerful
machines are complex,
advanced-technology
devices, so users need
excellent training and support
to optimise day-to-day
performance.

The product features the ability to take three
simultaneous vibration measurements, saving time
and money. The space-saving design incorporates a
top-exit connector.
Made to withstand the harshest environments, the
accelerometer has a case-isolated housing of stainless
steel and rugged four-pin M12 connector. It is also
available in a hazardous area approved version.
www.pcb.com

Researchers on discovery trail
for first COVID-19 antiviral drug
I

n collaboration with biotech firm Cyanetics and Public
Health England (PHE), molecular microbiologists at the
University of Nottingham are investigating the harmless
bacteria Streptomyces – found in abundance in the soil –
aiming to find a specific strain that can effectively target
SARS-CoV-2. Importantly, this microbe has the ability to
produce natural compounds (secondary metabolites) and
exhibits antimicrobial and valuable antiviral properties.
In the first phase of this Innovate UK funded project,
scientists from Cyanetics will be using their laboratories
in Stevenage to test over 100 Streptomyces species from
a unique collection held by the Sustainable Processing
Group (SPT) at the University of Nottingham. Assistant
Professor in White Biotechnology, Dr Samantha Bryan,
custodian of the Streptomyces strains in question, will
lead a team of SPT researchers to support Cyanetics on
the preliminary laboratory investigations in response to
COVID-19.
Dr Bryan, who is based in the Faculty of Engineering, said,
“There is an urgent need to discover new and effective
antivirals against SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, given the
plethora of secondary metabolites that Streptomyces
produce, they’re an untapped resource for new antiviral
medications. Large-scale screening, such as the one we
are undertaking, increases the likelihood of identifying

such arrivals.”
In phase two of the six-month project, researchers will
send a shortlist of some 40 viable compounds that may
inhibit in vitro replication of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in cell
culture to PHE scientists for further testing towards drug
development.
T +44 (0)1438 791047
info@cyanetics.uk
www.cyanetics.uk

This aspect is well-recognised
by Newport-based CEM Axiom
Manufacturing Services, who
highly emphasise the ‘human
factor’. Their people-based
approach to their workforce,
customers and suppliers has
facilitated remarkable growth,
reaching £50.1m in 2019.
Accordingly, they
continuously nurture and
enable their workforce,
while offering extremely
high customer service levels.
They also seek to work with
suppliers who share their
ideals, because this allows
them to rapidly absorb
and obtain competitive
advantages from advancedtechnology machines like
X-ray inspection equipment.
Axiom recently demonstrated
this strategy while upgrading
their X-ray inspection
facility. They invited Cupio,
as suppliers of inspection,

production, and test
solutions, to discuss an X-ray
inspection upgrade. Firstly,
Cupio reviewed Axiom’s
existing machine, providing
insight into its full potential;
accordingly, it remains in
service, with improved
benefits for Axiom.
Cupio then showed how
the Nordson Dage Quadra 7
X-ray inspection and failure
analysis machine’s advanced
technology would enhance
both their production and
troubleshooting activities.
Along with the Quadra 7’s
100nm resolution and 4K
image quality, it provides a
massive improvement for
higher-volume production
because of its throughput.
Easily programmable with
automated routines, it

accepts up to five boards
simultaneously. This parallel
processing is valuable
where 50,000 boards/month
throughput is typical, with
batch sampling rates of 20-30
boards.
Axiom regards Cupio’s
ongoing training as
absolutely crucial to their
X-ray inspection success.
The programme has covered
SMT inspection, BGA, QFN,
and voiding measurements
for customers, and throughhole fill measuring. It will also
include Quadra 7’s X-Plane
CT functionality and µCT,
encompassing 3D plus 2D
imaging.
T 01256 262800
info@cupio.co.uk
www.cupio.co.uk

Maintenance & Engineering News

Rotamec’s
new 10-tonne
capacity crane
T

he addition of
a new crane
with a 10-tonne
lifting capacity
has boosted
repair capabilities
at Rotamec’s
Cheddar Branch
workshop. Part of
a reinvestment in
its repair facilities for motors, generators, pumps, gearboxes
and power transmission equipment – Rotamec now has
the capacity to lift and service larger units utilised in water,
recycling and power generation applications.
A 24/7 electromechanical service provider for rotating
equipment, Rotamec’s capabilities are supported by its
repair facilities located throughout the UK. To bolster this,
Rotamec has added a new AG Crane that can span and
traverse its entire Cheddar Branch workshop.
Simon Brooks, Managing Director at Rotamec, said, “We are
always looking to expand our service capabilities, of which
our in-house repair facilities are a vitally important part.
Our customers include key players in the water sector and
utilities, so we wanted to expand our workshop capacity to
allow for the repair of larger motors, generators, gearboxes
and pumps that are common in these critical applications.”
The new 10-tonne capacity crane joins a 3-tonne rated
crane located in the winding shop and a 1.5-tonne crane
installed in the pump test facility at the Cheddar Branch.
T 01934 743165
www.rotamec.com
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Health & Safety, Security & Workwear News

Engel helps save the environment

New door entry camera terminals

A

R

brand-new range of high
visibility protective safety
clothing with 50% of the material
made from recycled plastic bottles
has been introduced by workwear
manufacturer Engel Workwear.
Called ‘Safety Light’, each item of
clothing can be verified to consist
of regenerated polyester fibres
ultimately spun from a specific
number of plastic bottles to make up
50% of its content. This is combined
with 40% cotton and 10% standard
polyester (245g/m2) to produce
a cool-to-wear, durable fabric. By
using regenerated polyester which is
equally as efficient as new, there are
also significant consumption savings

The smart, mix-and-match range
includes boiler suits (containing
37 plastic bottles), work-jackets
(20 bottles), trousers (19 bottles)
with Cordura kneepad pockets and
elasticated waistband, bib-overalls
(23 bottles) and shorts (14 bottles).
All have many practical pockets and
comfort-design features.

on energy, water and CO2.

There is also a specific selection
especially for women called ‘Ladies
Light’, all with the same benefits.

The Danish firm has worked closely
with Unifi, one of the world’s most
advanced recycling centres which
transforms the recycled bottles into
a polyester yarn called ‘REPREVE©’.

Contact: Gareth Bladen
M +44 (0)7759 520034
gbl@f-engel.com
www.engel.eu/en
https://youtu.be/nc2se7xKKlE

emsdaq, a leading manufacturer
of access control systems, has
launched a new range of facial
recognition camera terminals with
artificial intelligence functions for
body temperature and face mask
screening. The camera terminals are
ideal for organisations looking to
make their buildings COVID-secure
using contactless technologies and
can measure temperatures to within
±0.3°C. They can be used as a standalone screening solution or installed
as part of a building’s access control
system using a built-in Wiegand
interface.
The camera terminals can be stand
mounted, wall mounted or fitted
to an entrance turnstile and are

easy to set-up. Typical applications
including screening visitors, patients,
students, customers, employees and
subcontractors who want to enter a
building or areas inside where people
mix and need to be protected.
The camera terminals store up to

25,000 events and can connect to
local IP networks. A built-in speaker
provides local audio alerts and
remote alarms can be broadcast
over a network or a mobile phone
application. The software supports
up to 30,000 face profiles and offers
a range of reports including ‘Track
and Trace’. Go/No Go alarms can be
set using the supplied configuration
package and the mask screening
feature can be toggled on or off as
required.
The camera terminals can be
bought online from Remsdaq’s new
EntroStore ecommerce website at:
www.entrostore.com alongside its
other contactless access control
solutions.

Cleaning & Hygiene News

GOJO® offers a helping hand
to stay well this winter

360˚ Hygiene &
Protection programme
K

imberly-Clark Professional™ has
introduced the 360˚ Hygiene
& Protection programme to help
businesses get back on their feet and
restore confidence.
Kimberly-Clark Professional™ offers
specific manufacturing facility support
through considering need areas and
tools to assess your facility and identify
germ hotspots. Hotspots are objects
such as tools, control panels, door
handles, sink fixtures, lift buttons, and
stair rails that are touched by many
throughout the day and need frequent
cleaning and disinfection to help
break the chain in germ transmission.
The next step is implementing
cleaning and disinfecting protocols
and introducing the correct hand
hygiene and surface wiping solutions.
Finally, Kimberly-Clark Professional™
promotes hygienic workplace practices

by providing communication tools to
help create awareness, which is a vital
and important part of making people
feel safe.
A free no obligation Virtual Hygiene
Walk – which you can be booked
through the microsite https://
home.kcprofessional.com/UK_PR_
TTNS_0920 – reviews a facility and
provides expert guidance on cleaning
and hygiene protocols, recommending
the right product solutions to
tackle key hygiene hotspots. We
have produced an in-depth guide
for the manufacturing industry
https://home.kcprofessional.com/
UK_PR_Manu_1120 to show the most
appropriate products and solutions.
“Reassuring employees with visible
hygiene actions has never been more
important for a manufacturer’s survival,

Specialist hand cleaners for tough soils can help heavy
industries achieve a healthier germ season

F
and yet not all are behaving this way,”
says Olena Neznal, Vice President,
Kimberly-Clark Professional™ EMEA.
“Kimberly-Clark Professional™ is the
expert in workplace hygiene and is
championing the need for hygiene to
take centre-stage.”
www.kcprofessional.co.uk
www.kimberly-clark.com

or the tough soils experienced by workers
in heavy industries, such as engineering,
construction sites, garages, workshops, and
factories, specialist hand cleaners are required
to effectively eliminate germs and clean hands,
without damaging the skin. This is particularly
important during the colder months, which often
see an increase in viral illnesses like the common
cold, influenza, and norovirus, and this winter,
COVID-19 is also threatening workers in every
sector.
Dermatologically tested and formulated with
natural scrubbing agents, GOJO‘s range of specialist
hand cleaners remove dirt and grime clean hands
easily and effectively. Thanks to its apricot stone
and corn seed scrubbers, together with mild
surfactants, GOJO® Natural Hand Cleaner removes
medium-duty soils, such as dirt, grease, oil, carbon
black, oil-based paint and tar. For heavy-duty
soils, including caulk, graphite, adhesive, paint,
sealant, and tar, GOJO® Olive Hand Cleaner does
the job with its olive-stone scrubber action. GOJO®
SuproMax Hand Cleaner, formulated with walnut
scrubbers, complements the range by removing
sticky soils and adhesive.

Highly contagious seasonal viruses are not
only unpleasant for the affected individual, but
can sweep through the workforce, impact on
productivity, and cause absenteeism levels to
rise. With COVID-19 also in general circulation this
winter, it is clear that businesses must implement
good hand hygiene systems to minimise the risk of
infection.
T +44 (0)1908 588444
infouk@GOJO.com
www.GOJO.com

What is the Ecoray® System and
how can it help with infection
control during COVID-19?
T

he Ecoray® system is a totally
autonomous addition to the
range of Grande Brio Scrubber
Dryers and Willmop Vertical
Scrubber Dryers from TSM Italy
– brought to the UK market
in an exclusive partnership
with Hooper Services Ltd in
Portsmouth, Hampshire.

Using UV Technology to destroy
micro-organisms on a cellular
level, the Ecoray system can
destroy up to 97% of bacteria,
mould or viruses without the use
of a chemical.

doesn’t produce ozone, it can
reduce odours and pollutants
contaminating the floor which
would subsequently reduce
symptoms of allergies, asthma
and other diseases.

The system sits at the back of
the machine after the squeegee
and turns on automatically when
the machine is in use, so there
is no need for any training or
maintenance.

The system has been
independently tested by one of
Italy’s top oncology institutes,
the CRO National Cancer Institute
near Venice, which has shown
that in the areas tested just using
water, one with public access and
another with restricted access,
have a significant reduction of
between 96.5% and 100% of
micro-organisms in the points
tested.

There are many benefits to using
the system in, for example;
schools, offices, hospitals,
doctors’ surgeries and various
other industries. The system

As the testing at the CRO
suggests, maintenance of floor
areas can be completed in just
one pass with the Ecoray system
mounted, saving time, money,
chemicals and maintaining
infection control standards.
Contact
T 02392 630 276
sales@hooperservices.co.uk
www.hooperservices.co.uk
www.facebook.com/
hooperservicesltd
www.twitter.com/
hooperservices
www.linkedin.com/
hooper-services
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Water, Energy & Environment News
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Thermal Solutions Company of the Month

Watlow: Powered by possibility
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that Watlow has been selected as our Thermal
Solutions Company of the Month.

After being established in 1922 by
Louis Desloge Sr., Watlow
has grown in its product
capability, market
experience and global
reach to now have over
1,000 patents, with 12
manufacturing facilities
and three technology centres in the U.S., Mexico,
Europe and Asia.
With over 2,200 team members across the world,
Watlow is a global provider of industrial heaters,
temperature sensors, temperature and power
controllers and supporting software for a range of
industries, including semiconductor processing,
environmental chambers, energy and environmental
technologies, diesel emissions and medical and
analytical equipment.
Designing and
manufacturing
all the
components
of a thermal
system, Watlow
partners with
its customers
to optimise
their thermal
performance,
decrease
design time
and improve
the efficiency
of their

products and
applications.
“One of Watlow’s key
strengths is the sophistication
of our technology,” said
Johann Lainer, senior marketing
communications specialist. “There is a
limited number of companies in the world
who can fulfill the requirements of the industries
we work with, particularly the semiconductor and
energy industries. In the semiconductor industry it
is important to reduce downtime and increase yield.
In the energy business we are working with high
megawatt applications where you need the kind of
innovative technology offered by Watlow.”
“Our team also has decades of experience, with
many team members having worked with the
company for 10-20 years or more, so we offer
high levels of technical knowledge to back up the
products we manufacture.”
One of Watlow’s most recent releases is the
HELIMAX™ ultra-efficient, electric heat exchanger.
Launched in January 2021, this is a next generation
heat exchanger with Continuous Helical Flow

Technology™ to enable ultra-high heat transfer. It
reduces coking, increases uptime and decarbonises
your processes.
Watlow has also released the PM PLUS™, the
upgraded EZ-ZONE® PM. It features an enhanced
user interface for easier programming and
readability with a SMOOTH-TOUCH™ keypad. The PM
PLUS™ improves the user experience by reducing
the complexity at the front of the controller while
eliminating the dependency of cables when
configuring the product.
Another product of note is the ULTRAMIC® advanced
ceramic heater, designed for thermal applications
where the high performance of an advanced ceramic
heater is required to ensure optimal effectiveness
of the equipment and process. The heaters’ superior
electrical performance ensures low leakage current

and ultra-fast temperature ramp rate of up to 150°C.
Furthermore, Watlow’s FLUENT® in-line heater
provides on demand heating in a small package,
maximising system performance. It features small,
lightweight and robust construction, and is an
integrated solution capable of replacing multiple
components.
Of course, this is just a small selection of everything
Watlow offers, and the company’s outstanding
services ensure it is set to continue its nearly 100
years of success.
“We are providing solutions for helping other people.
We are connecting the globe in the semiconductor
industry, reducing emissions in the energy industry
and keeping people healthy in the medical industry
by working with companies producing respirators
during the COVID-19 pandemic. We look to the
future with positivity,” Johann concluded.
To find out more, visit: www.watlow.com or
contact your local sales representative.

Water, Energy & Environment News

Experienced and trusted odour control
services; supplier to UK water industry
• Emergency repairs
• Refurbishment projects & upgrades
• Routine and planned maintenance
• Framework agreements

01403 221000

info@ergapc.co.uk

www.ergapc.co.uk

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Metal Specialist Company of the Month

Get a better deal on
metal with SteelScout
through automating basic
manual tasks that are prevalent
in the offline metal procurement
process.
“Through our proprietary
platform, SteelScout also offers
an opportunity for sellers to
reach new buyers with the
products that they want to
quote for. The technology
we’ve built for our Procure
service instantly matches a
buyer’s requirements with the
appropriate suppliers in our network, even for complex enquiries.”

I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce that SteelScout has
been selected as our Metal Specialist Company of the Month.

SteelScout was established in September 2017 with the focus on
addressing inefficiencies in the metal supply chain. “It is a highly
fragmented value chain with several opportunities that a digital
approach can unlock including opaque pricing and non-standard
product details,” explained Karl Evans, Head of Sales and Operations.
“This meant that buyers weren’t getting the best deal and were having
to do business in an inefficient way, and suppliers had limited reach with
inefficient buying and sales processes including high stockholding due
to limited demand predictability. SteelScout Procure and SteelScout
Direct were launched to bring innovation to a traditional industry,
targeting inefficiencies in the metal supply chain.”

This offers huge advantages. For buyers, it gives them instant access to
a much wider network of suppliers, without any additional effort. For
SteelScout, it means the company can process hundreds of quotes every
week, without the need for a team of sales administration staff.
And, for suppliers, it means they have instant access to customers and
demand that they weren’t previously seeing, without any additional
work on their part. SteelScout also provides its suppliers with regular
data analysis and feedback relating to their product offering and
performance.
With a commitment to constant improvement and innovation,
SteelScout has created a new product called Store Builder, which
allows metal suppliers to put their own product catalogue into a digital
format and take orders online 24/7, for existing or new customers.
This is currently being used by a few select suppliers. SteelScout is also
testing a service for buyers with a consistent or higher value/variety
requirement to maximise their purchasing power through a dedicated

due to our unique business model, we were able to help customers
safeguard their metal supplies. We’re able to source materials from
a wide network, meaning that if a manufacturer’s usual supplier is
shut, we can rapidly source alternatives and help guarantee orders,
particularly for those providing products and services into key sectors,”
Matt explained.
Discover how SteelScout can increase the efficiency of your supply
chain. Get in touch using the details below or head to the website.
T 0330 808 5080
sales@steelscout.com
www.steelscout.com

SteelScout Direct is a comparison engine for metal buyers and an endto-end e-commerce site. Buyers can build a material list using bespoke
online tools and instantly compare local suppliers, prices and lead-times,
as well as being able to basket goods, checkout and pay online.
To complement this, SteelScout Procure provides a service which is
similar to a concierge service. Buyers submit a material list online (or
talk to an account manager if they prefer), which is then sent out to the
relevant suppliers in SteelScout’s UK network who provide their best
quote. SteelScout’s team will also manage the order through to delivery,
and buyers can manage their orders through a secure online portal.
SteelScout is currently the only known business to use this approach in
the UK. “We offer buyers transparency, efficiency and value for money
on metal products,” Karl elaborated. “SteelScout manages a network of
over 130 suppliers through its services, which gives metal buyers more
choice, better visibility of pricing and products, and increased efficiency

6

marketplace capability.
This innovation has continued despite the difficulties COVID-19 brought
to industries across the world. In lockdown one, manufacturers had
to deal with uncertainty of demand and supply, reduce or distribute
workforces, remote working, and furlough. Some manufacturers and
suppliers took the tough decision to reduce activity levels or even close
temporarily.
“Due to the nature of our business and geographical distribution of
our team, flexible and remote working is something we had already
embraced, so we were in an excellent position to adapt quickly with no
service disruption,” said Matt Yeates, Managing Director.
“Despite supplier closures, we continued operating at full capacity and

is sponsored by www.steelscout.com – see them on page 6

Test, Measurement & Monitoring News

The Camtorc actuator: A short case study
An optimised design for valve actuators
he Camtorc series actuator is a mathematically
derived cam system first manufactured in
1975. It has been in continuous production
since, gaining a base in industries all over the world.
Imtex Controls acquired all rights to the design in
2006 and integrated it into a modular assembly that
is particularly suited to space-sensitive or remote/
inaccessible locations.

T

The unique Camtorc design has many advantages over
other actuator systems, and it is important for end users
and buyers to be aware of these differences. This case
study will explain the advantages of Camtorc, outline the
modular components, compare Camtorc to other actuator
systems, and also demonstrate how fail-safe valves, or
applications where Maximum Allowable Stem Torque
(MAST) is a concern, will benefit from improved torqueefficiency and a reduced risk of valve failure. Finally,
there is discussion of how Camtorc can prevent spurious
trips and false alarms on assemblies where valve testing,
especially Partial Stroke Testing (PST), is in use.
Advantages of the Camtorc actuator
The Camtorc actuator is a linear to rotary motion
convertor primarily used for the pneumatic or hydraulic
actuation of quarter-turn pipeline valves and dampers.

Consequently, the
design has seen a
big uptake in the
oil/gas, marine and
power generation
industries.
What really sets
this design apart is
the mathematical
profile of the cam
which ensures a
constant output
torque during
the piston stroke.
This eliminates
backlash. The combination of zero backlash and constant
output torque means there are fewer moving parts –
reducing possible causes to fail, which contributes to a
longer service life and lower maintenance costs.
Additionally, this optimised system also avoids two more,
related problems. Firstly, the constant torque negates
large side-forces which require additional infrastructure
within the housing. This in turn avoids the problem of
side-loads, which require more complex assemblies. As a
result, Camtorc actuators are more compact and generally
have lower installation costs.
The Camtorc actuator outperforms other systems
Compared to other actuator systems, such as the scotch
yoke design, Camtorc offers substantial advantages.
The scotch yoke actuator employs a piston that moves a
yoke via a sliding pin. It is easiest to think of Camtorc as
an optimised version of this design, clamping the yoke
apparatus (attached to the pistons) around the cam so
they remain in contact along a frictionless surface.

Other valves that benefit from a Camtorc actuator
Camtorc offers significant safety benefits for certain types
of applications listed below:
n Modulating Valves – Zero-backlash and high run
torques make Camtorc very suitable to modulating
valves.
n High Cycling Valves – The simple mechanism and lack
of side-forces means Camtorc is not prone to excessive
wear and will run for extended periods on high
cycling valves. Camtorc has been tested in excess of 1
million operations (Third Party verified to 0.5 million
operations by CEGB in the UK).
n Remote Valves – The lack of side-forces increases
the intervals between service maintenance making
Camtorc particularly suited to remote and inaccessible
valves.

n Space Sensitive Applications – The compact design
makes Camtorc the obvious choice where space is a
limiting factor (on Offshore rigs for example).
n Valves Required to Fail-Open – Extra torque
generated on the spring stroke allows for smaller
Camtorc models to be fitted on fail-open valves.
Typically, Camtorc actuators fitted to fail-open valves
are a third smaller than the equivalent scotch yoke.
Summary
For the buyer, all of the design benefits of the Camtorc
actuator system result in a significantly reduced Whole
Life Cost (Whole Life Cost is the projected cost of an asset
over its entire life).
The Camtorc series is available for pneumatic and
hydraulic applications in either double acting or
spring return configurations with a full range of
modular control accessories. Please contact Imtex
Controls on +44 (0)8700 340 002 or email:
sales@imtex-controls.com for more information.

New Video:
Cables in
PROFINET
Networks
All you need to
know about cables
and PROFINET…

M

any
questions
arise when
setting up
a PROFINET
network. Since the installation and design steps are critical
to building a reliable project, it is important to understand
cabling requirements ahead of time. This video explains
a crucial piece of infrastructure in PROFINET networks:
the Cabling. Watch to learn about the cable options, their
specifications, and some examples for special applications.
A PROFINET network is built on standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet.
While wireless access points are becoming more popular,
the vast majority of today’s network connections are wired
and require cabling. PROFINET cable manufacturers offer a
range of cable types and classes for different applications,
including those with special properties. These cables come
in two flavours: copper and fibre optic.
This whiteboard animation video covers all you need to
know about cables and PROFINET.
Watch it on YouTube at: https://youtu.be/JbwStPz_0nA
T 02081 449597
http://uk.profibus.com
www.profibusgroup.com

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Warehouse, Storage & Logistics News

International Forwarding: West Midlands based
independent freight forwarding specialist

I

nternational Forwarding is a European and
worldwide freight forwarder, which has
expanded over the years to also offer UK
transport with its own fleet, UK pallet distribution,
warehousing and customs clearance. Over the
last three decades, International Forwarding has
grown to become one of the UK’s most reliable
and trusted independent freight forwarders,
with pride in performance an integral part of its
customer promise.

“Although COVID-19 has had a major effect on how
we operate, we are still looking to expand. We have
taken all the possible steps to ensure the safety of
both our own employees and those who visit our
sites, and we now have our sights set on further
growth. Future warehousing expansion is on the
horizon together with the establishment of an in-

house customs bond facility.”
With over 30 years of outstanding services to its
customers, International Forwarding looks set to
continue this excellence for the next three decades
and beyond. If you would like to find out more
information on everything International Forwarding

offers, head to the website or get in touch using the
details below.
Contact
T +44 (0)1675 434690
enquiries@internationalforwarding.co.uk
www.internationalforwarding.co.uk

International Forwarding is a Platinum member
of Palletways. Palletways has 400 depots across
24 countries which means that IFL can offer a
comprehensive Express and Economy pallet
distribution service throughout the UK and Europe.

Established in 1989, two of the company’s original
directors, Nigel Parsons and Roy Baker, are still with
the business and both previously worked for multinational freight forwarding companies. This formed
the basis of the original company culture of offering
a freight forwarding service utilising experience
in-depth knowledge, which is still the foundation
stone of the business today but expanded to
embrace a full supply chain logistics service.
International Forwarding boasts award-winning
customer service, with a fantastic team which is
highly experienced and knowledgeable in freight
and logistics. Customers never have to deal with
automated telephone systems and will always
speak directly to one of the company’s friendly
staff members.

Thanks to this outstanding commitment to its
customers, International Forwarding has continued
to grow & recently expanded its warehousing space.
“We have acquired additional warehousing
and can now offer a facility up to 50,000ft2 with
bespoke stock control,” said Andy Grubb, Sales
Director. “We are also well prepared to offer postBrexit customs services with our own Dover office
and our HMRC authorised Economic Operator
accreditation which we have had since 2010."
The storage facilities in Birmingham are ideally
situated for both business and transport links
and have full security including CCTV monitoring.
With the range of flexible warehousing solutions
International Forwarding offers long and
short term storage with full inventory and KPI
management plus in-house road haulage and
pallet distribution services.
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Warehouse, Storage & Logistics News
High range of roll cradles now held in UK

Palamatic
P

alamatic designs, manufactures and provides
materials handling equipment & vacuum lifting
technology to help operators to perform tasks safely,
removing injury risks and protecting products from
damage.
Our semi or fully automatic sack opening machines
significantly reduce environmental dust emissions
and dramatically increase productivity & production
volumes and are a proven COSHH solution.
We also specialise in the manufacture and
development of cGMP sanitary hygienic handling

H

Handling Solutions Designed For You

equipment for use in controlled environments. We
are conveniently based in Chesterfield, Derbyshire,
and have a sales office and factory in North Carolina,
USA.
For a no obligation sales visit and quotation for a
solution, you can contact us at: sales@palamatic.
com or telephone +44 (0)1246 452054.

The Valentines
gift that he
really wants
B

Custom moulded packaging in paper fibre is
increasingly replacing less environmentally
acceptable materials. Henry Molded is able to mould
large format, heavy duty, deeper sections and its
products are fully recyclable. It has its own design
studio, mould making shop, slurry development and
production process all under one roof.

T +44 (0)1572 827202
steve@alderneyrace.com
www.stakker.eu

uyers and specifiers of automated handling solutions can
now safely browse a comprehensive range of innovative,
modular, safe and efficient conveyors, showcased online
and in print by sector specialist L.B. Foster Automation &
Materials Handling.

It's that time of year again, shelves are filled with
red balloons, cards, limited edition gifts for her –
but what about gifts for him?

The bundle comes with two powder-coated steel
shelves in a durable red finish (each shelf holds
up to 175kg), a garage/shed workstation and ten
130h x 160w x 336d red parts bins with labels –
no more screws and bolts strewn about the place!

The cradles provide producers, converters and
distributors of rolls of fabrics, papers and films with
a safe & economical system for horizontal stacking
on pallets, saving on production, warehouse and
distribution costs.

L.B. Foster launches new automated
handling website & solutions brochure
B

iGDUG has launched a Limited Edition
‘Ultimate Valentines Mega Deal’ including:
n Red Workstation
n Red Shelving Bays
n 10 Red Parts Bins

Well now you can get him something he will
actually love, and USE – thanks to Storage
Solutions specialist BiGDUG! They have created
the Ultimate Valentines Mega Deal – a gift
bundle* which includes everything he will need
to organise the garage, shed or loft.

enry Molded Products via their European sales
agents, Alderney Race Limited, now offers
Europe wide deliveries from their large stocks of
Stakker® Roll Cradles in a range of more than 40
styles, for Standard and Euro Pallets.

If you want a tidy space and a happy man
in your life, you can buy the Ultimate
Valentines Mega Deal for £109 from:
www.bigdug.co.uk/mega-deals-c411/
racking-shelving-mega-deals-c4520/
the-ultimate-valentines-mega-deal-p20606

With more people working remotely due to government
restrictions, www.conveyors.co.uk has been quickly
developed during the COVID-19 lockdown to assist end-users
and designers of complex, integrated conveyor systems. The
site provides a go-to reference portal for new automated
handling solutions suitable for applications across a wide
range of industries and sectors. In addition, a 52 page
specifier brochure is now also available on request detailing
the company’s solutions.

For more information, visit:
www.bigdug.co.uk

Part of leading global engineering group L.B. Foster
Company, L.B. Foster Automation & Materials Handling has
over 30 years experience and expertise delivering cuttingedge conveyor solutions for world-leading food, drink and
manufacturing brands, including Fyffes plc, Britvic plc, Smith
& Nephew, Honda and Caterpillar.

*Flowers not included!

www.conveyors.co.uk includes details about L.B.Foster’s
range of overhead, floor and specialist application conveyors.

The company also offers a comprehensive maintenance,
repair and after sales service across its full portfolio. The
site features a detailed selection of high profile project case
studies, demonstrating customer applications of conveyor
technologies.
For further information and to order a copy of our 52
page brochure ‘Keeping our world moving through
continuous automatic production’, visit:
www.conveyors.co.uk
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Electrical & Electronics News

40 new DC/DC
converters &
AC/DC power
supplies
L

ast year,
Traco Power
launched more
than 40 new
series of DC/DC
converters and
AC/DC power
supplies,
despite the COVID-19 pandemic. Traco Power’s product
range focuses on these four vertical markets:
n Industrial (DC/DC converter from 1-300W / AC/DC
power supplier from 3-1,000 Watt)
n Medical & Healthcare (DC/DC converter from 1-60W /
AC/DC power supplier from 5-850 Watt)
n Railway/Ruggedised (DC/DC converter from 3-300W
with 4:1-12:1 input range)
n Household/Building Technology (AC/DC power
supplier from 2-240 Watt)

TSN Starterkit update facilitates real-time computing
The Kontron TSN Starterkit supports new industry standards for time
sensitive networks

K

ontron, a leading global provider of IoT/Embedded Computing
Technology (ECT), is launching a new version of its TSN
Starterkit. The FPGA software upgrade for the PCIe card in the TSN
Starterkit or in existing SoftPLCs, Box PCs, Gateways and Industrial
Servers now enables IEEE 802.1Qbu and 802.1CB functionality.
TSN is becoming more and more relevant in the Industry 4.0
environment in order to implement real-time applications.
With the starterkit, TSN environments can be set up quickly and
securely and devices can be easily integrated. A PCIe card with
optimised DMA host interface and 8 DMA channels controls the
alignment of TSN priorities to minimise latency and jitter. The
new IEEE 802.1Qbu standard makes it possible to prefer packets

that require hard real-time (pre-emption). 802.1CB functionality
provides redundant frame transfer for fail-safe connections. Two
different FPGA versions support shape-based or time-gate based
prioritisation. Kontron offers functional compliance tests to ensure
compliance. An open62541-based demo application ‘OPC-UA
over TSN’ helps to establish data transfers. With the development
tool under Linux 5.4 with real-time extensions, as well as source
code and documentation, applications can be developed quickly.
The starterkit is based on the maintenance-free industrial Box PC
KBox C-102-2 with an Intel® Core™ i5 processor, a pre-integrated
TSN network card and a switch to connect additional devices.
An updated NETCONF daemon based on netopeer2 provides
centralised management.
Contact
www.kontron.com

Within these markets TRACO offers one of the most
comprehensive programmes for standard products in
application areas such as: Test & Measurement, Robotics,
Automation & Control, Machinery, Therapy, Diagnostic,
Laboratory, Home & Office Automation, White Goods,
Transportation, Construction & Farming, Information
Technology, Smartgrid, Renewable Energy, Oil & Gas.
The new products are innovative, highly efficient and
can be produced cost-effectively thanks to a high
degree of automation. Virtually all products are available
immediately from stock – for decades. Traco Power thus
further strengthens its position as a partner with highly
innovative, reliable & available power conversion products.
The new 2021 selection guides are available now:
n Selection Guide – www.tracopower.com/int/
media/16480/download
n Medical Power Solutions – www.tracopower.com/int/
media/16514/download
n Industrial Power Solutions – www.tracopower.com/
int/media/16515/download
n Railway Power Solutions – www.tracopower.com/int/
media/16486/download
n Household/Building Technology – www.tracopower.
com/int/media/16488/download
Contact: Florian Haas
T +41 43 311 45 11
F +41 43 311 45 45
f.haas@tracopower.com
www.tracopower.com

New cable
entry plates
F

oremost
Electronics,
the
engineeringled Essex based
importer and
specialist
distributor
of electromechanical
components
announces the availability of the new icotek KEL-DPZ-HD
which has been specially developed for the use in the
food and pharmaceutical industries.
Working within the Hygienic Design (EHEDG) guidelines,
icotek have taken great care to make the surface very
smooth, avoiding any dirt-collecting recesses on the
visible side. The outer contour radius of 6mm, rather
than the required minimum of 3mm, exceeds the EHEDG
specifications. The KEL-DPZ-HD uses an FDA-compliant
material in accordance with food approval 1935/2004/EG
and (EU) 10/2011.
The new KEL-DPZ-HD are manufactured in the signal
colour blue providing users with clear visual colour
recognition & are free of halogen and silicone. They have
high resistance to aromatic solvents, oils, greases, mineral
products, are corrosion proof and maintenance free.
Cables and hoses with a diameter range from 3.2mm
to 22.2mm are routed and sealed to IP65/66/67/68.
Depending on the version, up to 35 cables can be routed.
The clamping area has a flexibility of up to 7mm and offers
flexible options even during the assembly. The plates are
initially available with a metric thread in sizes M32, M40,
M50 and M63. A major advantage over conventional cable
glands is the significantly greater packing density. Fixing
the cable entry plate with a lock nut is also an option.
T +44 (0)1371 811171
sales@4most.co.uk
www.4most.co.uk
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Addressing real challenges in
the electrical testing market
M
etrel is one of very few
companies that develops
and manufactures its products
at a single location in Slovenia,
starting with design and ending
with final assembly, quality
control and calibration. From
its UK office in Epsom, Surrey,
Metrel UK supplies its leading
range of measuring and testing
equipment to customers
across the country, as well as
providing repair, adjustment and
calibration services.
Metrel’s extensive range of
instruments offer innovative
solutions for testing and
measuring, ensuring its
equipment is easy to use,
intuitive and future proof. Many
of Metrel’s products are software
based and use touchscreen
technology, addressing the
real needs and challenges of
end users to create a range of
products that will enhance the
user experience.
Without a doubt, Metrel is
committed to solving the issues
workers face every day. “Right
now lots of electricians own,
and use daily, testers that are
capable of storing their test
results but find the feature too
complicated and long winded
to use, because they need to
make notes about which circuit
and board each relates to which
location in the tester’s memory,”
said Brendan Beaver, the UK
Manager of Metrel.
“They prefer to fill a copy of a
certificate by hand and then
make a fair copy either in their
best handwriting, or by typing it
up in a computerised certificate
when they get home. What a
waste of their time!”

Metrel understands that
engineers need to be able to do
their testing and save the results
and notes on their tester without
needing pencil and paper, so
that it is ready to send to the
depot or to quickly download.
This kind of functionality is not
available when a conventional
LCD screen is the only thing
available, as found on an
ordinary multi-function tester.
With the introduction of dotmatrix displays from Metrel,
an increasing number of users
of multi-function testers like
MI3152 and MI3155 are realising
the advantages of being
able to make notes using the
touchscreen’s full keyboard,
eliminating the need for pencil
and paper. What’s more, the onboard fuse table and connection
help screens allied with the pass
and fail indicators to give the
operator confidence to pass the
results to storage.

Metrel’s new memory
management system is unique.
Also benefiting from the
dot-matrix touchscreens, it
allows the operator to visualise
the installation, highlighting
components with a coloured
icon, which makes it easier
to post the results to the
correct circuit without writing
anything down. This simplicity is
continued when the results are
downloaded quickly and easily
into an 18th Edition certificate
via the USB port.
Metrel also offers a dedicated
repair service and expert
technical support, working with
distributors and partners to offer
solutions to any problems, to
ensure its products are being
used correctly and to their full
potential.
T 01924 245000
info@metrel.co.uk
www.metrel.co.uk

Continuity in a challenging
environment
I

n keeping with a long-term succession plan, the
previous CEO, Markus Dalla Monta, will retire as of July
2021, following a 35 year career at Traco Power. Stefan
Schaffhauser (pictured) will assume the CEO position
with the beginning of the business year on April 1,
2021. As of this date, he will lead the Traco Power Group
together with the CFO, Adrian Berger.
As before, Rolf Caspar – company owner and Chairman
of the Board – will continue to concentrate his efforts on
strategic issues in the firm, in conjunction with the board
of director members, Jennifer Caspar and Ueli Wampfler.
During the past three years, Stefan Schaffhauser
managed the international business team at Traco Power
as their managing director, effectively contributing to
a positive corporate development. Prior to his career
at Traco Power, Schaffhauser was employed at various
industrial enterprises in management positions and as a
business consultant.
Stefan Schaffhauser obtained a Master’s degree in
Engineering and Management at the ETH (Confederated
Technical University of Switzerland) in Zurich.
Stefan Schaffhauser is a Swiss citizen; he is 48 years
old and lives in Central Switzerland with his wife and
children.

The company is well positioned to implement the
group’s 5 year strategy and continue a positive employee
culture, rooted in the new ‘Vision 2025’ plan. The owner
family and the board of directors believe this Vision 2025
plan will help pave the way toward a successful future
for the Traco Power Group.
Contact: Florian Haas
T +41 43 311 45 11
F +41 43 311 45 45
f.haas@tracopower.com
www.tracopower.com

Advantech’s latest COM
Express Type6 SOM-6883
A

dvantech, a leading embedded and AIoT
solutions provider, has released SOM-6883
for use in a wide variety of applications.
SOM-6883 is a COMe Compact Type 6
Module with 11th Generation Intel®
Core™ processors (formally known as
Tiger Lake UP3). It offers excellent
Intel Iris Xe graphics combined
with improved processing
performance and AI
acceleration.
The new real-time, lowlatency capabilities in a lowpower package makes the TigerLake
a perfect fit for for AI inference, medical
imaging and edge applications in space-constrained
environments. Designed with DDR4 3200 memory, one
channel memory down and the other SO-DIMM reserved for
higher memory capacity configurations enabling improved
memory bandwidth and breakthrough graphics effect,
SOM-6883 also delivers industry-leading super speed I/O

technology such as 2.5Gbase-T TSN LAN, PCIe Gen 4
and USB 3.2 Gen 2.
Additionally, Advantech
provides a reference design
to enable USB4 (Thunderbolt)
via the development carrier
board to help users speed up this
new technology implementation.
Its on-board NVMe SSD, IBECC
(InBandECC) memory, wide range
power inputs, as well as wide operating
temperatures — making it the reliable
choice for medical, machine learning,
high-end test equipment and defence
applications.
Advantech’s COMe Compact SOM-6883 C7AS8A1 is ready for order from February 2021. For
more information, please contact your Advantech’s sales
support team locally or visit: https://www2.advantech.
com/embedded-boards-design-in-services/com/

CircPro takes
over MK Sentry
licence for UK
F

ollowing the
decision by
Honeywell to
cease selling
the MK Sentry
range of circuit
protection into
the UK market,
many users of
the range made it clear that they were disappointed to see
it go having used it for over 20 years.
To this end, the company that manufactured the MK Sentry
range for Honeywell has secured a licenced agreement
with them to supply the UK market in a seamless transition.
The product will be supplied to the UK market by CircPro
(UK) Ltd who are the UK arm of the manufacturing
company that produces the product range. It’s the same
products including MCBs, RCDs, RCBOs and 18th Edition
complaint boards made in the same factory but brought to
the market by CircPro (UK) Ltd instead of Honeywell.
From its base in Rainham Essex, CircPro (UK) Ltd will be
delivering to the whole of the UK so once again, this iconic
range of circuit protection will be available to the UK
market.
The product range will once again be available via your
regular electrical suppliers and more details can be
found at: www.
circpro.co.uk or
by calling 01708
986180.
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Scientific Instruments Company of the Month

High-tech instrumentation for your
industrial and scientific research
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that Quantum Design has been selected as our
Scientific Instruments Company of the Month.

Quantum Design UK and Ireland is one of the leading
European distributors of high-tech instrumentation
for scientific, academic and industrial research. As
part of the Quantum Design International Group,
the company benefits from over 30 years’ experience
in manufacturing and distributing its own industryleading automated materials characterisation systems
incorporating superconducting technology. These
systems offer a variety of measurement capabilities
and are in widespread use in physics, chemistry,
biotechnology, materials science and nanotechnology.
Building on this expertise, Quantum Design also
distributes quality scientific instruments from
other manufacturers. Their product range includes
thermography cameras, SWIR cameras, hyperspectral
imaging cameras,
temperature
and magnetic
measurement
and control,
ellipsometers, light
measurement,
optical cryostats
and much more.
One of the latest
developments to
the ever expanding
product range
has been the UK
representation
of Lake Shore
Cryotronics, who

The Ninox 640SU is vacuum cooled to -80°C for ultralong exposures of up to five minutes. These features,
combined with its ultra-low dark current and readnoise, result in the best scientific SWIR camera on the
market today.
recently acquired Janis Research. This deal combines
the product portfolio and application expertise of
two leaders in the cryogenic research market. QDUKI
have recently produced a Cryogenics magazine
which you can download at: https://qd-uki.co.uk/
read-the-first-edition-cryogenics-magazine/
This broad product range is backed up by expert
and independent advice focused on customers’
applications. “We also have dedicated service support
in the UK and Ireland, as well as in Europe and the
USA,” explained Angela Carslake, Marketing Manager.
“Quantum Design, Inc. instruments are also cited in, and
provide the data for, more scientific publications than
any other instrument in the fields of magnetics and
materials characterisation. This means that each year,
literally hundreds of scientific publications advancing
the science of materials, use data generated from QD
instruments.”

Quantum Design has also recently added the
SpecimONE from Spectral Imaging Ltd. This is a
spectral imaging platform for the industrial sorting
market, helping machine builders, vision systems
integrators and other OEMs to improve their time-tomarket. The SpecimONE features agile development
practices and offers the ability to create new sorting
applications without coding or in-depth knowledge
of hyperspectral imaging. It is compatible with major
industrial standards and allows seamless integration
with machine vision systems.
Furthermore, Quantum Design offers a range of
thermographic solutions from InfraTec, allowing

A new addition to Quantum Design’s range is Raptor
Photonics’ Ninox 640 SU, a vacuum cooled InGaAs
based camera with a 640x512 sensor and a 15µm x
15µm pixel pitch for the highest spatial resolution.

the analysis of materials and material combinations
through application specific components such as
infrared cameras, software packages, excitation units
and accessories. And, if you would like to discover the
vast capabilities of the InfraTec range, you can book a
personal online demonstration to ask any questions
and discover how it can help your research operations.
https://qd-uki.co.uk/book-your-free-infrateccamera-online-demonstration/
As well as its product range, Quantum Design also
offers a range of online resources, including a selection
of Webinar recordings from Quantum Design and its
global partners, offering a wealth of valuable content
on applications, products and innovations.
https://qd-uki.co.uk/category/webinars/
Of course, this is just a small selection of everything
Quantum Design has to offer, and if you would like to
find out more information, head to the website or get in
touch using the contact details below.
T +44 (0)1372 378822
info@qd-uki.co.uk
www.qd-uki.co.uk

Engineering & Maintenance Company of the Month

A new approach to
condition monitoring
F

araday Predictive has been
selected as our Engineering
& Maintenance Company of
the Month, for its unique approach
to condition monitoring which
combines vibration monitoring with
electrical and energy monitoring to
give a powerful range of capabilities
in a single unit.
Because the technology uses the
electric motor driving the machine
as a sensor, the only measurements
required are taken in the electrical
switchgear, so inaccessible equipment
can be easily monitored. It also means
the system provides information on
energy consumption, highlighting
the machine’s annual electricity costs
together with how much extra energy
is being used because of developing
problems within the machine.
While the most common applications
for the technology are regular pumps,
fans, compressors and conveyors, it
is also used to monitor complex and
slow moving equipment. This includes
cranes and mechanical handling
equipment, as well as some interesting
unique cases.

For example, the S200
system was recently
selected to monitor
the behaviour of
dredging equipment,
where a large pump
and motor are located
halfway down a long
pipe that sucks water,
sand and gravel
from the seabed. This means it can
be subject to severe abrasive wear,
making maintenance work crucial.
However, due to the variability in
properties, fixed-cycle scheduling can
result in unnecessary maintenance,
leading to extra costs and downtime.
Therefore, condition-based
maintenance offers potentially
enormous benefits in such
circumstances. Where conventional
condition monitoring is extremely

difficult in this situation, for Faraday
Predictive’s system it is a normal,
everyday application.
Another unusual application Faraday
Predictive faced was a request to
monitor the main propulsion system
of an ice-breaking ship, where the
operator wanted to know the effect
of ice on the propeller blades and the
effect of the loads on the entire drive
and transmission system.
Fitting instrumentation to see what is
going on under the ship’s hull would
be a major challenge, but by using
the motor as a sensor, the Faraday
Predictive system is able to detect
the variations in shaft torque created
by the different operation conditions
without any need for sensors external
to the ship.
Get in touch to discover how Faraday
Predictive can transform your
predictive maintenance.
T +44 (0)333 772 0748
info@faradaypredictive.com
www.faradaypredictive.com
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Marking Equipment Company of the Year

Leading marking and traceability
solutions for the future market
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that SIC Marking has received our Marking
Equipment Company of the Year award, for its
outstanding range of dot peen, scribe and laser
markers.
Of course, this year has been difficult for many,
but SIC Marking has pulled through and is looking
to begin 2021 even stronger. “Unfortunately, a lot
of companies have fallen by the wayside, but we
have come out the other side and have developed
some new exciting products which are launching
next year, a great achievement considering the
circumstances at the moment. We’ve looked at the
market and created products that fit in with where
we think it is heading,” said Paul Sidwell, General
Manager.

We know we need to be on the ball to make things
happen for our customers and ensure they get what
they need quickly, so we pride ourselves on our
efficient and comprehensive services.”
Complete component traceability is essential for
compliance with ISO quality standards, a matter
which is pertinent to a vast range of industries. This
level of traceability begins with direct part marking,
and choosing laser marking technology allows
manufacturers to automate marking operations and
ensure a high level of control.
Based in Warwick, SIC Marking is a sales, service
and support outlet for the innovative permanent
marking and automated identification solutions
manufactured at the company’s
headquarters in France. These machines
are excellent solutions for identification
and traceability in a vast range of
industries, mainly automotive but also
including aerospace, rail, oil & gas,
medical and asset management, to
name a few.
“Our equipment is highly reliable,
robust and made to the highest
standards, and is a lot quieter than
other marking machines available,”
explained Paul. “Our key USP though
is our service. We always work on the
principle of getting it right first time.
We can service and return a product
within 48 hours, often within 24 hours.

After the success of the L-BOX and XL-BOX compact
marking stations, SIC Marking launched the XXL-BOX
Laser Marking Station at the end of 2019 to offer a
larger workspace for marking large parts. Available
in three basic sizes at a competitive price, the
XXL-BOX means SIC Marking can meet all customer
requirements in terms of cabinet size.

If you would like to find out more information on
everything SIC Marking has to offer, head to the
website or get in touch using the contact details.
T 01926 830372
salesuk@sic-marking.com
www.sic-marking.co.uk

As its name suggests, the XXL-BOX offers record
working dimensions, up to 520mm high, and great
modularity thanks to three standard models, 800,
1,200 and 1,600mm wide. Along with a range of
accessories, the XXL-BOX can be adapted perfectly
to suit different customer requirements.
In addition, SIC Marking recently launched the
iSpeed integrated dotpeen marking machine for
ultra-fast markings. This uses continuous vibrating
technology, which marks the parts in a continuous
line, meeting high-speed needs of companies in the
industrial sector and making it suitable for use in
highly demanding environments.

Service & Support Company of the Month

Get specialist service & support for your
medical diagnostic instrumentation
I

ndustrial Process News is proud to announce
that Aspect Scientific has been selected as our
Service & Support Company of the Month,
for providing specialist technical service and
support for medical diagnostic instrumentation
and laboratory automation systems across the
UK and Ireland.

testing efficiency, reduce or even eliminate labour
intensive manual steps and minimise room for error
with standardised testing processes.

Formed by Phil Emsley and David Wilkinson early
in 2015, Aspect Scientific has grown from a team of
four staff to 21, with plans for further expansion and
two completely new positions this year.
This growth is in no doubt down to Aspect
Scientific’s outstanding tailored technical services,
ensuring it meets the specific needs of its customers.
These needs include preventative maintenance, fault
diagnosis and repair, installation and commissioning
services, hardware and software update
implementation, return to base service centre
repair and telephone/remote support for a range
of laboratory and point of care (POC) diagnostic
devices, instrumentation, analysers and laboratory
automation systems.

“We work with equipment manufacturers and
distributors to provide high quality technical service
and support on their behalf across all areas of the UK
and Republic of Ireland, ensuring fast, effective and
direct customer support where and when required,”
explained Phil Emsley.
“As an Approved Service Provider, Aspect Scientific
can provide customers with a high quality,
manufacturer certified, fast, responsive and effective
service solution. As we are a specialised Technical
Service Provider, we offer a completely dedicated
and focused service, ensuring customers’ needs
are not just met but exceeded through a fast and
reliable service they can count on.”
Aspect Scientific also specialises in ELISA
Automation Systems and is the distributor for
the market leading Dynex Technologies range
of instrumentation, capable of automating any
ELISA assay and any level of workload, from single
plates to 12 plates simultaneously. This includes
equipment from microplate readers and washers
to fully automated high capacity, high throughput
systems. These systems help to improve ELISA

“We combine flexible, open and convenient
instrumentation with our comprehensive
technical service and support to automate almost
any microplate ELISA assay, and provide the
instrumentation as true open platforms with high
level support and service,” Phil elaborated.
Aspect Scientific has also placed many ELISA
automation systems for COVID-19 Antibody testing
over the last year, which mainly included its largest
high capacity and high throughput systems,
allowing large scale testing for COVID-19 antibodies.
This is in addition to being a service provider

for a major
supplier of PCR
equipment,
meaning
Aspect
Scientific
has installed
additional
equipment
over the last
year into Public
Health England
laboratories,
which are now being used for COVID-19 PCR tests
across England.
“Both in terms of COVID-19 PCR and ELISA antibody
testing, we have been working with many labs
across the UK and Ireland to implement new
equipment, often extremely quickly while also
dealing with the challenges of working in the
current situation,” Phil explained. “The last year has
been very busy for us, installing and commissioning
new equipment into labs to help support the
huge expansion of testing requirements. This has
presented challenges along the way, but it has
been fantastic to play a small role in supporting our
wonderful NHS and diagnostic laboratories to meet
their challenges also.”
Can Aspect Scientific provide
a technical service solution for
you? Get in touch to find out
more.
T +44 (0)1829 824825
info@aspectscientific.com
www.aspectscientific.com

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Intralogistex
Review

Plastics & Rubber News
Talisman Plastics teams up with Intouch to deliver NHS equipment

M

alvern-based Talisman Plastics has implemented
the pioneering Intouch i4 Cloud software in all of
its 27injection setting machines, helping the company to
successfully meet the increased demand for medical products
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

I

ntraLogisteX went interactive on 1st & 2nd October
2020, following the Government announcement
regarding exhibitions not being allowed to take place.
Many professionals from throughout the world of
logistics, supply chain, intralogistics and beyond were
planning on attending the show in person, sourcing new
products and discovering the latest innovations from
110+ exhibitors at IntraLogisteX. Now they could do it
from the comfort of their computer, tablet or smartphone.

Talisman is a key provider of secure seals to the NHS, with two
of Talisman’s 27 machines producing this vital equipment. The
application of Intouch’s system meant that Talisman could
recently switch their machinery to 24/7 operation, facilitating
the production over 350,000 units a week.
Intouch i4 Cloud allows Talisman to leave the machines
completely unmanned during the 48 hours of the weekend,
increasing production whilst keeping its staff safe. As a result,
Talisman has increased the overall operational efficiency and

successfully navigated the heightened demand due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Ewelina Skalska, Production Manager at Talisman Plastics, said,
“Our efficiency target with producing NHS equipment is 95%,
and because we are able to react quickly to any issues causing
downtime through the InTouch alert system, the target has
been generally matched and even surpassed.”
The software is set to benefit all of Talisman’s customers, with
improved scheduling, planning and monitoring of cycle times.
It also monitors quantities produced against each works order,
as a result customers can expect an increase in productivity
and lead times.
www.talismanplastics.co.uk

IntraLogisteX held a series of themed webinars
throughout Thursday 1st & Friday 2nd October
showcasing all the solutions its exhibitors provide. These
webinars were FREE to attend. Topics for the themed
webinars included: Warehouse Management; AGV’s;
Packaging; Robotics; Warehouse Automation; Sortation &
Picking; Storage & Racking; Materials Handling; Forklifts…
and more!
Building on the success of IntraLogisteX in generating
leads for businesses, the organisers have launched
IntraLogisteX Connected. IntraLogisteX Connected
enables businesses to put their message, product or
solution direct to over 1,000 buying groups whenever
they want to. It then allows the show organisers to put
businesses into direct contact with these professionals
at any point in time enabling businesses to sell their
solutions to buyers when they are looking to purchase.
Pandemic permitting, IntraLogisteX hopes to return to the
RICOH Arena, Coventry from 20-21 May 2021. This is our
pick of the best exhibitors from last year’s virtual show,
listed here in alphabetical order: Exporta. Further details
can be found on this page.
Contact
www.intralogistex.co.uk

Are you
ready to ship
under ISPM15
regulations?

F

or any UK business shipping goods within the
EU, the latest changes to regulations will be a
vital consideration. Wooden packaging, including
pallets, must now meet ISPM15 standards when
being shipped.
This regulation ensures pallets have been treated
to eradicate pests and are then stamped to
reinforce this action has been carried out. While
demand and prices for these types of compliant
pallets will be on the rise, there are alternatives to
consider. The best alternative to Wooden Pallets,
is Plastic Pallets. Plastic Pallets completely avoid
the ISPM15 regulations, are more hygienic and
reliable, and making the switch now will minimise
any potential disruption to your supply chain now
that these regulations have come into effect. While
switching to Plastic will keep you compliant, Plastic
Pallets also offer a whole host of other benefits
such as being lightweight & easy to handle, space
saving, environmentally friendly, consistent in size
and strength, easy to clean and they provide an
improved return on investment over time.
At Exporta, we have over 100 years of combined
industry experience for you to tap in to, ensuring
you get the most from your shipping operation.
We’re here to help you Move It, Store It and Secure
It.
T 0800 294 4394
sales@exportaglobal.co.uk
www.exportaglobal.co.uk
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Print & Packaging News

Biojet®: Designed to keep our
oceans cleaner

CL Label, the global supply chain leader of
innovative premium packaging, promotional
vehicles and comprehensive label solutions, is
introducing an update of their connected packaging
label and sleeve technology. The ‘browser-based’
version renders the installation of any extra app on
the user’s phone unnecessary, making packaging
interaction even more user-friendly and efficient.

B

iojet® packaging has been created to deliver
biodegradable transparent tubes, boxes and
clampacks.
As people seek better environmental packaging solutions,
Bell Packaging is delighted to announce the introduction
of this exciting new product which means we can now
offer a complete environmental range for new packaging
projects in 2021.
Traditionally biodegradable/compostable products are
very expensive. In some cases the cost has been two or
three times more than virgin products which often makes
the packaging cost prohibitive and is therefore not widely
used. There have also been concerns expressed about the
viability of biodegradable products, questioning what
remains after the degradable process has been completed.
Biojet® answers both of these challenges. It is a much
lower cost solution and has many exciting environmental
credentials.
Traditionally plastic products use crude oil to create
polymer which is then converted into plastic which we use
to make PET boxes, tubes and clampacks. Our challenge
has been to make these designs biodegradable but not
affect the performance of the packaging while it is in use.
To make Biojet® we introduce an additive which attracts
microbes that uses plastic as their source of food and

HALO Open Art Studio brings art
experience to your living room
C

energy. These microbes can be found in landfill, the ocean
floor, rivers and swamps where bacteria and microbes
thrive.
When the microbes meet the plastic, the biodegradation
process is accelerated as the plastic is consumed. This
process will only happen in the correct environment where
microbes exist.
What used to take thousands of years to break down
plastic now takes much less time as the microbes consume
the entire product. After the process has been completed,
the microbes leave behind the same bi-products as
decaying organic matter – humus (soil), CO2 and CH4 both
of which can be captured to produce clean energy.
T +44 (0)1582 459292
www.bellpackaging.com
www.faceguards.co.uk

Connected Packaging amongst top packaging
trends in 2021
Packaging Europe, one of the leading trade magazines
for packaging, recently named Connected Packaging a
major trend for 2021, “Expect to see further advances in
the area of augmented reality”.
The new technology powered by CCL’s development
partner Arylin (https://arilyn.com/) has now been
released together with a demo that demonstrates the
unlimited creative possibilities for brands to connect
with their customers via packaging. CCL is the only
global packaging company where Arilyn technology
can be licensed to power campaigns with Connected
Packaging.
The brand-new demo features a virtual 360-degree
tour of a famous Finnish artist studio, Halosenniemi
(more information: https://webar.arilyn.com/
halosenniemi/). It is a place on the shore of Tuusula

Visit Finland! Just scan the code with
your phone’s photo app – there you go
Lake in southern Finland that offered ideas and
inspiration to the artist Pekka Halonen in the early
1900s. Halonen is one of the most beloved artists of the
Golden Era of Finnish art.
This new, browser-based (‘no App needed’) version is
very easy to use: All the consumer needs to do is to scan
the QR on the CCL Label and follow the instructions.
More information regarding Connected Packaging
at CCL can be found here: https://ccllabel.com/
portfolios/promotions-connected-packaging/
The Video can be watched here: https://campaign.
ccllabel.com/portfolio-items/connectedpackaging/

Payne’s Dairies cream the benefits of
thermal inkjet technology
A

s part of a drive to
improve efficiency and
reduce production costs
through technology, Payne’s
Dairies has installed six
Rotech Integra thermal inkjet
printers (TIJ) onto their milk
labelling lines, resulting in
significant cost savings on
consumables, maintenance,
repairs, spare parts and
downtime.

expensive to run and
increasingly expensive to
maintain. Furthermore, the
system was soon to become
obsolete.

With a heritage of almost
50 years, Yorkshire based
Payne's Dairies Ltd, is one of
the UK’s leading producers of
raw and processed milk and
cream products, supplying
wholesalers and manufacturers, as well as
catering and retail outlets.
With pressures across the industry on prices
per litre (PPL), the company needed to look
at operational ways to reduce costs, without
compromising efficiency.
Payne’s Dairies produce around 360,000 2 litre,
1 litre and 1-pint cartons of milk per day, across
six lines. One particular and recurring issue
however, was the frequent breakdown of their
bottle label printing system which was used to
date and code each milk carton. Not only was this
a costly interruption to production, it was also
costing around £1,000 to repair each breakdown
and another £6,000 a year to replace the printer
sensors on six lines.
The old CIJ system was not only large, it was

Following a site visit by
Rotech’s northern print
specialist, a trial was
organised on the production
line – they quickly saw the
benefits, resulting in an order
of one Integra printer for
each of their six milk labelling
systems.
Supplied and installed
by Rotech Machines, the
compact new Integra thermal
inkjet printers were installed onto Payne’s’
existing labelling systems, freeing up space
and allowing users to easily
replace depleted cartridges
as required – a far cry from
the issues they were having
with their previous continuous
inkjet printer (CIJ).

is its size. The printer is small enough to hold by
hand, yet powerful enough to print hundreds of
thousands of dates and codes online. The printer
itself has a simple click-in, click-out cartridge so
there are no moving parts, no sensors and no
mess. Each cartridge can print up to 400,000 high
quality prints, meaning low consumable costs and
no maintenance.
The Integra printer comes with iDesign format
creation software which allows the company to
create and edit dates, times and line numbers,
as well as information on job status, quality and
ink levels. The carton labeller simply signals
the printer to print, ramping up and down as
required.
As well as making significant savings on
maintenance and repair costs, replacement parts
and downtime, the new printers reliably produce
crisp, clear markings on various size milk cartons,
hour after hour, day in, day
out.
Payne’s Dairies have
demonstrated that by putting
trust in new technology, it’s
possible to make vital costsavings and improve overall
production efficiency – at a
time when it has never been
more critical.

The TIJ printers produce
Best Before dates, as well
as times and line numbers.
Each printer is protected by
a Perspex screen, which were
engineered by Rotech to
protect the printers from any
moisture or spray.

To read the full installation
story, or to find out more
about the full range of
Rotech coding and marking
solutions, please visit:
www.rotechmachines.com

One of the primary benefits
of thermal inkjet technology

Adhesives & glue guns
A

dCo UK is one of the largest
manufactures of shaped
hotmelt adhesives and waterbased adhesives for use in
packaging and product assembly
markets for over 21 years, from its
Head Office and manufacturing
facility in Liphook Hampshire
with additional distribution
facilities based in Leeds UK and a
network of approved distributors
based throughout the UK.
As well as supplying adhesives
for all requirements, AdCo
supplies a wide range of
specialist applicators – from
ProFlex industrial, heavy duty and
professional glue guns to total
melt, cartridge and bulk systems,
we also manufacture and supply
UF resins, PVA Adhesives, PU

Adhesives, Tapes and much more
As part of our commitment to
offer our customers the correct
solution for their needs AdCo
are continually investing in
research and development
along with new state of the art
manufacturing equipment to
ensure we continue to meet the
ever changing needs of all types
of industry.
Thanks to our unrivalled

knowledge of adhesives and
application techniques, our
highly skilled technicians can
offer a ‘find and supply’ service
to all our customers. With a
combined industry experience of
over 120 years, our technicians
can ensure that any bonding
problem can be solved quickly
and efficiently.
T 01428 751755
enquiries@adco.co.uk
www.adco.co.uk

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Lighting Solutions Company of the Month

Light up your world with Red Arrow

I

ndustrial Process News is proud to
announce that Red Arrow Electrical
Distribution Limited has been selected
as our Lighting Solutions Company of the
Month, for its outstanding range of lighting
and electrical products for industrial and
commercial businesses.
Red Arrow Electrical Distribution is a quality
focused manufacturer and distributor of
competitively priced lighting and selected
electrical products for the wholesale industry.
“We are committed to providing an excellent
sales and customer service experience, while
providing a wide range of quality products at
very competitive prices,” said Graham Lewis, Sales
Director. “We build strong, long-term relationships
with suppliers to ensure quality and continuity
of product supply and ongoing product
development. We focus mainly on lighting
products and to support this, offer a full lighting
design service to complement the other services
we provide.”
Formed in May 2019 after the acquisition of the
20-year-old Red Arrow Trading business, the
company has solid foundations with decades of
experience in the professional lighting industry.
With a head office in Brampton, Barnsley, Red
Arrow has a new 55,000ft2 warehouse complete
with its bespoke product testing and customer
experience facilities. In addition, Red Arrow has
offices in China with a wholly owned factory and
product testing facility.
With products that are suitable for a wide range of
applications, from high level lighting and exterior
floodlighting to complementary lighting for office
spaces, Red Arrow is constantly looking at how
it can offer real value to the industry. Currently,
the company is embarking on a plan to introduce
LED lighting products that provide future proof,
replaceable components.
“In contrast to the wider lighting industry where
the light fittings are generally replaced completely
at end of life, we have introduced our first ranges
of products that offer benefits such as replaceable
‘plug and play’ LED Modules and Drivers,” Graham
explained. “This potentially extends the usable
life of the product way beyond that of LED fittings
with non-replaceable modules.”

16

The luminaires are dust tight and water jet proof,
allowing for easy cleaning and reducing the need
for frequent maintenance. They are also designed
to retrofit into existing legacy installations and
come in a slimline version with a 72mm wide
body, and a larger 103mm wide body version.

Recently, Red Arrow also released the
Weatherguard and the Weatherguard Plus, a new
range of IP65 non-corrosive luminaires. These are
available in a range of versions, including wired
for LED tubes, high efficiency, and unique future
proof replaceable LED modules. The range also
features a selection of quality enhancements such
as stainless steel clips as standard.
The Weatherguard has been engineered
specifically for areas such as manufacturing
plants, plant rooms, car parks, canopies, loading
bays, construction sites, showers, and changing
rooms – anywhere where dust and water
ingress can cause corrosive contamination. This
is an increasingly common issue, and when
products are incorrectly installed in these areas
their life expectancy is shortened, light output
rapidly decreases, and colour and tone can
shift with potentially serious health and safety
consequences.
To help tackle these problems, the Weatherguard
range features an ABS body and polycarbonate
diffusers to withstand hostile environments,
including dusty or wet/humid rooms, places of
potential chemical attacks and anywhere that
gases degrade effectiveness.

This is just one example of Red Arrow’s excellent
product range, which will continue to expand as
the company moves forward. It is now planning
on launching a brand new website and catalogue,
as well as continuing with the scheduled launches
of new products under a progressive New Product
Development schedule.
And, this growth took place despite the
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. “As we
supply the construction industry, we follow the
trends there, and supply was dramatically down
in March and April. It’s now picking up gradually
as demands change. We also supplied lighting
to some of the wholesalers and contractors who
were providing construction of the Nightingale
Hospitals,” Graham said.
Red Arrow provides next day delivery on orders
placed before 6pm, and is open 7am-7pm (5pm
on Fridays) to ensure you get deliveries on time.
If you would like to find out more information
on everything Red Arrow Electrical Distribution
offers, head to the website, where you can view
the company’s complete product portfolio.
Alternatively, get in touch directly using the
contact details below.
T 0800 195 0006
sales@redarrowelectrical.co.uk
www.redarrowelectrical.co.uk

is sponsored by www.steelscout.com – see them on page 6

Pumps & Valves News

The perfect addition to any service engineer’s toolkit

I

f you’re a service engineer, Fridgenius’ Solenoid
Valve Operating Magnet could be the tool
you’ve been looking for to save time, make
your job easier and keep your customers happy.
Established in 1995 Fridgenius is a family business
run by Chris Slydel. Being family-run, the company is
dedicated to providing only the best products and
services to its ever-growing customer base, which
has helped it to build an enviable reputation over the
years.
The Fridgenius Solenoid Valve Operating Magnet
was developed to solve the problem of how to
operate solenoid valves when a system is not under
power. The device is designed to convert electrically

operated solenoid valves into hand-operated valves
in seconds.
Available in three sizes, 10mm, 15mm, and 18mm,
it fits all makes of solenoid valves and enables
service engineers to operate valves manually.
This offers great assistance during installation,
recovery of refrigerants, and commissioning and
decommissioning of plant and machinery.
This innovative piece of equipment is the same size
and shape as a large cotton reel and is placed onto
a solenoid valve once the coil has been removed. It
causes the armature to open and close, allowing a
valve to be kept open and allowing a system to be
accessed.

By using this innovative tool, engineers can avoid
the need to wire up a system, as well as eliminate the
worry around selecting the correct voltage. What’s
more, in emergencies such as the failure of the coil,
the Fridgenius Solenoid Valve Operating Magnet
can be used to keep a system operating while a
replacement coil is found.
Chris explained one of many examples where
Fridgenius’ device has helped a customer deal with an
emergency. “At a show a few years ago, a refrigeration
engineer recounted that while watching a rugby
match on TV, he received a call from a milk processing
plant customer. His plant was warming up and he
needed help.
“He found that the solenoid coil had burned out and
by using the Fridgenius Solenoid Valve Operating
Magnet, he was able to run it permanently, setting it
to cut out under pressure. The use of this ultimately
saved 14,000 litres of milk, which resulted in one very
happy customer, and the engineer returned home in
time for the end of the rugby match!”
In addition to its standard range, Fridgenius now also
offers a customised option, so companies can choose
the colour and have their logo and text printed onto
the device. This is perfect for those wanting to match
the colour of their Solenoid Valve Operating Magnet
with their corporate branding, and is great for retail
sales or your own workforce.
So, next time you’re on the job, don’t be caught out.
Make sure you have one of these ingenious devices
in your toolkit – you’ll wonder why you never had
one before. To find out more information, head to the
website or get in touch using the details below.
Contact
T +44 (0)2380 323745
enquiries@fridgenius.co.uk
www.fridgenius.co.uk

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Industrial Process Technologies News

Leading UK manufacturer of bespoke power screws

K

ingston Engineering is one of the UK’s leading manufacturers
of bespoke power screws. Based in Hull, the company offers
a vast selection of materials and specifications designed to
suit their clients’ requirements. “We produce power transmission
equipment used in a variety of industries, including aerospace,
nuclear, medical, water, rail, and many more,” explained Paul Bielby,
Director.
With a history dating back to 1919, Kingston Engineering celebrated

its 100-year anniversary last year, an
admirable feat which proves the company’s
outstanding reputation in the industry. For
over 60 years, Kingston Engineering has
specialised in manufacturing right hand/
left hand, single/multi-start, cut thread
power transmission screws and nuts, all
of which are adaptable for mechanical
power transmission. These products
also conform to the standards of British,
European and American requirements and
meet ISO 9001-2015 accreditation, as well
as being thoroughly examined during the
manufacturing process.
Working closely with both suppliers and end users to provide the best
purpose-built screws possible, Kingston Engineering has customers
throughout the UK and the US, offering one off prototypes to full batch
manufacture. Kingston Engineering specialises in offering bespoke
manufacturing services, addressing its customers’ specifications to ensure
their needs are always met. These services are informed by over 100 years
combined experience between the company’s directors, all of whom
are committed to investing in Kingston Engineering’s skilled workers,
facilities and technologies to ensure continued success.
Certainly, Kingston Engineering is always engaging in plans to help the
company become global leaders in screw / nut manufacturing. One
recent investment was in a new Mitutoyo Euro M544 Measuring Machine,
which has become invaluable in the company’s inspection department.
This allows Kingston Engineering to measure the physical geometrical
characteristics of an object. The machine creates printed inspection
reports and is controlled by an operator, with measurements designed by
a probe attached to the third moving axis of the machine.

why not give us a call for a chat about your
requirements over a virtual coffee.
“We’re very much looking forward to
what the next 100 years will bring, as we
focus on continued investment in our
machinery and our people,” Paul explained.
“Engineering in general has been hit by the
COVID-19 pandemic, but our work in the
medical, water and machine refurbishment
fields has enabled us to maintain a high
level of production while adhering to
social distancing guidelines. We’d like to
thank our customers and suppliers for
their continued support through these
challenging times, and now we’re focusing
on seeing the company continue through the next generations while
upholding the strong name we have within the industry.”
If you would like to find out more information on everything Kingston
Engineering has to offer, head to the website or get in touch using the
contact details below.
T +44 (0)1482 325676
sales@kingston-engineering.co.uk
www.kingston-engineering.co.uk

Additionally, Kingston Engineering invested in a Hi-Tech 450 AMC
Turning Centre, the latest addition to its CNC Turning capacity. This one
piece heavy duty cast iron construction is a major contribution to the
company’s turning capacity. All details are available on the website or

Thorite flexes its Capital Equipment and Aftermarket muscles
A

s the UK’s largest supplier of pneumatic and
compressed air products and services, Thorite’s
Capital Equipment team routinely specify and supply
compressed air systems that include several pieces
of industrial hardware, from compressors, chillers,
filtration equipment, pumps and integrated pipework
systems.
Thorite recently supplied a compressed air system
for a specialist chemical manufacturer that included
the installation of a HPC Kaeser 37kW variable
speed, frequency controlled compressor, a Parker
Hyperchill process chiller, and associated pipework,

which enabled the customer to make significant
improvements to their existing production process,
while also maximising energy savings.
The customer chose a HPC compressor to provide
reliable compressed air to a range of automated
production machines used to manufacture a range of
powders, while the Parker Hyperchill process chiller
cooled the machines during the production process.
In addition to the compressor and chiller, Thorite also
installed a compressed air distribution network with
take-offs at specified points, together with a range of
transfer pumps for moving raw product directly into

specific production areas.
To supplement these complex capital projects,
Thorite can also provide a full aftersales support
service for all customers, where full 24 hour/365 days
per year back-up can be provided to protect any
investment in compressed air plant and minimise
production downtime.
For more information, call 0800 0341 041 or email:
service@thorite.co.uk for our free Aftermarket
Solutions brochure or have a chat about how we
can help you on your next project.

SMB Bearings
gains AEO
certification
S

pecialist
bearings
supplier, SMB
Bearings has
successfully
achieved an
Authorised
Economic
Operator (AEO) status. The AEO status provides businesses
with an internationally recognised security standard, that
certifies a company as a secure supply partner – in adhering
to the UK and EU customs control procedures.
Recognised around the world as a prestigious ‘trusted trader’
quality mark, AEO status gives customers the reassurance that
SMB Bearings adheres to all HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC)
standards. What’s more, the rigorous AEO application process
acknowledges that the company is an efficient, reliable and
trustworthy supplier. The advantages brought about by AEO
certification have profit, efficiency and productivity at their
core. SMB Bearings’ customers can benefit from the company’s
lower rates of physical inspections of imported and exported
goods, the faster release of shipments and preferential
treatment by Customs Authorities.
“With the ongoing disruptions that Brexit could bring to our
international supply chain, taking responsible action now
is vital, not only for our day-to-day operations, but also for
that of our customers,” explained Chris Johnson, managing
director at SMB Bearings.
SMB Bearings offers a comprehensive range of
miniature, stainless steel, plastic, ceramic and thin
section bearings. For further information on SMB
Bearings’ range of specialist bearings, visit the website
at: www.smbbearings.com
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Industrial Process Technologies News

New cartridge holder cuts cost of
entry level fluid handling by half
A

new cartridge holder system from SR-Tek is set to halve
the cost of entry level fluid handling for workshops and
sub-contractors.

S

The 900ML-S cartridge holder is available for just £299.43
and is compatible with 32 Oz disposable Semco cartridges.
The lightweight holder can dispense low to medium
viscosity adhesives, silicones, inks, lubricants, oils and paints
up to a pressure of 2.0 bar.
Fitted with a 90˚ elbow dispenser and a front mounted
regulator and gauge to control pressure the 900ML-S also
has a safety valve tarred to two bars to prevent the system
from over pressurising.
Loris Medart, SR-Tek founder, said, “For small-scale producers
outlaying £600 plus on a solid anodised aluminium
container, able to apply up to seven bars of pressure, is often
a cost too far.
“The 900ML-S cartridge holder is designed to help those
who may be manually assembling parts and components
to accurately dispense fluid, avoiding hand fatigue and
increasing precision. It’s essentially a plug and play unit that
can be assembled in minutes and includes a free cartridge.”
The new system can also be used for automatic dispensing
and is fully compatible with three-axis desktop robots. A
light beam capacitive sensor can be added to the 900ML-S.

How temperature and pressure
effects your seals and O-rings,
bondings, mastics & enclosures
ome form of O-ring, seal, bonding, mastic or enclosure
is in almost every product and piece of equipment
sold worldwide. The most common reasons for this are
preserving and protecting by keeping out water vapour,
hydrocarbons such as greases, CO2 or other contaminants.
But all seals are affected in this task not just by the materials
themselves but also by the twin factors of temperature and
pressure.

Connected directly to the cartridge the sensor sends a signal
when the cartridge is running low, will stop the process
automatically when the fluid runs out and can also alert the
operator to any blockages.
SR-Tek produces the world’s only commercially available
transparent pressure tank.
To find out more, visit:
www.smartreservoirs.com/product/900ml-s
Connect with Loris Medart on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/in/loris-medart-srtek
Follow SR TEK on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/srtek

Versaperm’s vapour permeability systems can measurement
how well they work for materials and seals across a very
wide range of temperatures and pressures – from -80 to
1,100ºC and from 0-300bar. It works for water vapour,
grease, hydrocarbons, aromatics, CO2, solvents and every
single vapour in general use. This gives designers and
manufacturers the ability to test and effectively eliminate
problems across almost all standard and most non-standard
environmental and operational conditions.
The system can also simulate diurnal, seasonal and other
changes.

The company also runs consultancy and laboratory services
that offers advice on permeability in complex cases or
where the volume or logistics do not mandate a dedicated
instrument.

The Versaperm equipment achieves results that are accurate
in the PPM (Parts per Million) to PPB ranges. It can optionally
measure several samples, seals, enclosures or products at a
single time.

UK +44 (0)1628 777668
USA +011 (617) 500-8607
info@versaperm.com
www.versaperm.com

Thorite unveils brand new UK HQ New dates for PROFINET,
T
PROFIBUS and IO-Link seminars

horite, the UK’s leading independent specialist of
pneumatics, air compressors and fluid handling
equipment, has now moved from its old Laisterdyke,
Bradford address, to its brand-new UK Headquarters as of
Monday 4 January 2021.

T

Excitement had been building for some time within Thorite,
seeing its future plans come to life, which allows for further
expansion and further organisational improvement in
current working practices and techniques.
The New HQ, conveniently located close to the centre of
Bradford, highlights why the move was required where
Thorite has grown to the point where space was constraining
the services provided for its loyal customer base. Now, with
a fully functioning showroom, trade counter and specialised
services under one-roof, Thorite can provide these customers
with even greater service, support and value.
The new, purpose-built 44,000ft2 Headquarters and Bradford
Sales & Service Centre houses:
n £6 million of compressed air and fluid power stock from
world-class brands
n Compressor plant purchase, hire and rental
n Expert technical advice
n Systems design and installation
n Comprehensive aftersales support and
n Specialised training courses

Thorite can now offer ample free parking too, to further
enhance customer’s experience when they visit – which was
always an issue at Laisterdyke.
From Monday 4th January 2021, Thorite’s new address is:
Thorite House, Hillam Road, Off Canal Road, Bradford BD2
1QN.
All existing Thorite contact details remain the same, but
the Bradford Sales and Service Centre details are listed as a
reminder below:
T 01274 663471
bradford@thorite.co.uk
www.thorite.co.uk

hese free-to-attend seminars
organised by PROFIBUS & PROFINET
International (PI UK) address the key
practical issues arising from the use of
digital communications technologies
in automated manufacturing and
process industry applications, with
particular attention being paid to
Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT).
Covering key application areas
such as control systems and energy
management, pulp & paper, chemical,
utilities, pharmaceutical, packaging
and printing, mechanical handling
and logistics, robotics, automotive
engineering, electrical and electronics
assembly, they focus on the practical
aspects of using PROFINET, PROFIBUS,
and IO-Link, from system design
and safety & security considerations
through to fault-finding and

maintenance.
Live demonstrations
Supported by an exhibition with
demonstrations of actual tools used
in configuration and maintenance,
these seminars will be of great value
to Designers, Production/System
Engineers, Instrument Technicians/
Engineers and C&I Engineers
involved in the design, operation and
maintenance of modern automated
factories and process plant.
Sign up here for more information and
to be kept updated:
n Birmingham, November 17 –
https://bit.ly/PiUKBirmingham
Or Belfast or Scotland, exact dates TBA:
n Belfast – https://bit.ly/
PIUKBelfast2021
n Scotland – https://bit.ly/
PIUKScotland2021

Note: All dates are of necessity
provisional, but registered delegates
will be kept informed of changes and
will be assured of a place at the event
of their choice.
Places are limited so don’t delay – book
today!
T +44 (0)208 144 9597
uk@profibus.com
www.profibusgroup.com

Reduce risk
of lightning
hazards
L

ightning strikes the
ground in the UK
around 300,000 times a
year, putting at risk those
who are often outdoors
in exposed, unsheltered
locations.
Although there is no
full-proof protection
from lightning, measures
can be taken to reduce
the risk of getting
struck. With this in
mind, meteorological
equipment specialist
Biral is offering its BTD-200, a self-contained standalone
lightning warning system that allows employers to take
precautions to prevent exposure to lightning and ensure
their workers’ safety.
The lightning warning system is a modular system and is
design to operate out-of-the-box. It is also expandable
as requirements grow or change. The essential system
comprises of a lightning detector which is placed outside.
While a PC located indoors runs the supplied Lightning
Works software. Users view the lightning in real-time on a
map of the local area whilst displaying the urgent lightning
alarm levels. The BTD-200 can be connected directly to
an appropriately sized sounder for automatic warnings, if
required.
For more information, call Biral on +44 (0)1275 847787
or email: info@lightningearlywarning.com or visit our
dedicated website at: www.lightningearlywarning.com

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Controls & Automation News

R+K Safety
Guarding
M

ade
using our
plain faced
ESP profile
and utilising
30x30 or 40x40
woven mesh,
the safety
guarding
system from
R+K offers
an attractive
and modular
system that is
easy to install.
Posts are
mounted into
Base clamps
that can be easily bolted to the floor.

New 300W is introduced to the RB Series, suitable for
Factory Automation & Robotic Controller
T

he new RBC300F is suitable for factory
automation and robotic controller
applications. The new 300W AC-DC
open frame configurable power supply
measures at 114 x 38.3 x 203mm & offers
triple output with UART Communication
Interface for monitoring and control of
up to 49 commands (PMBus to follow)
The new RBC300F has 3 outputs, so no
need for an isolated transformer, the 3
outputs offer:
1. Output Slot 1 offers 240W with: 12V,
24V or 48V
2. Output Slot 2 offers up to 30W with

configured outputs of: 3.3V, 5V, 12V,
16.5V, 24V, 48V, ±12V, ±15V
3. Output Slot 3 offers up to 30W with
outputs of: 3.3V, 5V, 12V, 16.5V, 24V,
48V
The RBC300F offers efficiency rating up
to 92% and a universal input voltage
range of 85-264V. There are options to
have conformal coating, remote on/off,
low leakage current, external hold-up
capacitor bank as well as further options
for chassis/cover and terminal blocks.
Additional Features include: Low Input

Voltage Alarm, EN62477-1 (OVCIII)
approved, reinforced isolation and
operating temperature range of -20°C
to 60°C without derating and 70°C (with
derating). The RBC300F has the following
safety approvals: UL62368-1, C-UL
(equivalent to CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 623681), EN62368-1, EN62477-1 (Overvoltage
category III), complies with EN61558-2-16
(Overvoltage category III). The RB series
comes with a 5 year warranty.
T +44 (0)1480 412233
info@componentsbureau.com
www.componentsbureau.com

The R+K click & safe connection system not only
makes panels easy to fix and remove from posts
for access if necessary (with a simple tool) but also
complies to EU Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC.
So after the posts are suitably secured to the ground
and the panels assembled, they need only be
inserted at the bottom and pressed in at the job and
the job is done!
Contact
T 01296 611660
rk@pmgb.co.uk
www.pmgb.co.uk/rk

Lasers, Cutting & Welding News

WeldCloud Notes document management software
E

SAB Welding & Cutting Products has introduced
WeldCloud Notes PQR/WPS document
management software as part of its ESAB Digital
Solutions suite of online management tools.
WeldCloud Notes enables companies to better
perform four essential tasks:
n Maintain quality and compliance while managing
PQR (procedure qualification records) and WPS
(welding procedure specifications) documents in
one place;
n Efficiently review all of its PQR, WPS and WPQ (weld

procedure qualifications) information with a quick
and easy search feature;
n Generate a PQR or WPQ with all essential variables;
n Prevent missing a qualification expiration date or
wasting time and money on requalifying welders.

helps companies increase productivity, reduce costs,
avoid liabilities and improve quality assurance during
project execution.
This online software tool enables every relevant
person on a project to access information, search for
the correct qualifications, create welding procedures,
introduce welding records, keep track of production
and print reports for all the activity completed.

WeldCloud Notes provides full compliance to
construction codes, welding standards and welding
quality standards.
It enables fabricators to track the productivity of
individual welding systems and welders, register weld

seam data and manage the calibration records for an
entire fleet of welding machines. WeldCloud Notes

For more information, visit: www.esab.com or call
01992 768515.

ESAB’S Warrior®
750i CC/CV
E

SAB Welding
& Cutting
Products has
launched
its Warrior®
750i CC/CV, a
multi-process
welding power
source with a
750-amp output
at 100% duty cycle and top output of 850 amps, which
is up to 100 amps more power than competitive
systems. Warrior 750i can carbon arc gouge with 13mm
electrodes, creating a stable gouging performance to
produce high quality results at the maximum output.
The unit’s extra power also enables greater productivity
with larger diameter electrodes in such applications
as flux cored welding, hardfacing, cladding and
mechanised applications. These processes are widely
used in shipyards, offshore fabrication, civil construction,
structural steel, heavy equipment fabrication and repair
and other industrial fabrication activities.
The inverter-based Warrior 750i weighs 97 kg, offers
MIG, flux cored, MMA and TIG welding outputs, uses
380V-460VAC ±10% 3ph main power and has an electrical
efficiency of 91% for greater energy savings. It features
an IP23-rated weatherproof case and crane-rated lifting
points. It uses an ‘air tunnel’ cooling design that isolates
electronics from dust, oil, metal shavings and other
airborne contaminants. Thick metal side panels provide
impact protection, yet the design enables easy access
for service and maintenance. Its ergonomic handles are
crane rated.
Contact: Cheron Robinson
cheron.robinson@esab.co.uk
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Machining News

UNISIG adds five new models to its proven range
of deep drilling and milling centres
W
ith the new range of UNISIG’s USC-M deep
drilling and milling centres, mould makers
now have seven powerful and versatile solutions
for workpiece diameters of up to 3,600mm and
workpiece weights of up to 30t.

All machines combine several processes in one
machine: the deep hole drilling and milling on all
four sides of a workpiece, while at the same time

reducing setup times and increasing accuracy for
mould makers. All machines support the high feed
rates of modern indexable gundrill tools.

In addition to the use of gundrill deep hole drilling
tools, some models can even support the more
effective BTA deep hole drilling tools for the high
performance drilling of waterline holes. A CAT50
quill allows you to perform all deep hole drilling

and machining operations within the machine’s
working range. The machines are equipped with a
360-degree rotary work table and a programmable
deep drilling and machining spindle. The machines
can be equipped with an automatic tool changer
with up to 120 tool positions, a laser tool presetter,
workpiece probes, Heidenhain glass scales for
increased accuracy, as well as an automatic pallet
changer.

T 0049 7125 968 7590
sales@unisig.com
www.unisig.com

Oil, Gas & Offshore News

Making signs and labels on-site
and in-house makes total sense
I

n the harshest of environments with high
worker populations, keeping safety and
process identification up to date and within
cost controls is paramount.

LMC. “The current market is full of old, outdated
systems and customers are tired of needing too many
different devices to produce the full range of labelling
they need on-site. Rebo has fine tuned their product
offering to be both modern, technologically up to
date, capable of doing more, and the best value for
money.”

Health and Safety is information – pure and simple.
Information that tells people what to do, how to
do it and where to do it that is clear, concise and
universally recognisable is the foundation of safety at
work and in public spaces.
The safe control of energy, in all its forms, is the
central function of health and safety in the workplace.
Process plants are full of machinery, electricity, high
& low temperatures, high pressures, pipe, valves and
people. Clear information, via labelling and signage,
ensures energy is managed safely and clear and
visible safety signs get people to safety when energy
escapes – in the form of fire, gas, explosion or flood.
Bringing new ideas and solutions to a well
established and traditional market is a challenge.
In the MENA area two new players; Labels Markers Co.
and Rebo Systems, have formed a complementary
bond together – Rebo Systems having an extensive
history as being Europe’s leading manufacturer and
supplier of industrial sign and labelling systems, and

Rebo are the first European manufacturer of these
in-house sign and label solutions, the market being
dominated by large US and Japanese corporations.
As an SME Rebo have a very defined focus, a fit for
purpose product portfolio and no shareholders –
allowing them to take innovative decisions and to
deliver an above expectation customer service.

LMC having over 10 years of experience in the MENA
labelling sector.

“We are steadily building trust and recognition in
the MENA area in partnership with LMC,” says Clinton
Church of Rebo Systems. “It is no secret that the safety
marking and industrial labelling sector is a tough
environment for many businesses to survive in, but

Rebo have pioneered the concept of ‘one system
for all things’ and the unique SMS range of sign and
labelling machines allows for less hardware and more
labels, signs and ID solutions from one device.

LMC & Rebo are giving that long awaited alternative
to the inflexible corporate offerings currently
dominating the MENA area.”
“Our Credo is ‘safety is more than just 3 shapes and
4 colours’ and the need for clear identification is
paramount everywhere,” comments Fatima Abdallah
of LMC. “A well-marked valve or cable cluster is
equally part of safety as a clear safety sign is.”
LMC have also built solid working relationships with
contractors and major consultants like KEO and Dar
Al-Handash and have serviced some of the biggest
sign and labelling projects in the MENA area –
including the King Abdullah Financial District, Sharma
projects, and Aramco Ajyal Residential projects.

The new and radical SMS R1 system – an
astonishingly fast and sophisticated desk-top, multicolour and cut, sign and label machine is destined
to change how things are done in Industry. The SMS
R1 gives all Industries access to signs and labels in
any shape, up to 14 colours and in small to large
quantities, on-demand, in-house and in minutes.

Europe:
T +31 356016941
info@rebo.nl
www.rebosystems.com
MENA:
T +96181043690
sales@labelsmarkers.com
www.labelsmarkers.com

“It’s important to deliver new products that are
technically designed to do more and give the
customers better value for money – with the
performance that gives security, functionality and
cost controls,” says Bilal Mheidly, Sales Manager of

SBM Offshore chooses iPlanSTO
from IAMTech
I

AMTech, a pioneering technology solutions agency
for the Process Industry has been chosen by one
of the world’s leading companies in FPSO systems
(Floating Production and Mooring Systems) to supply
shutdown – turnaround – outage software to optimise
their processes, reduce costs and decrease turnaround
time for their critical operations.
SBM Offshore is the market leading operator in terms
of total oil and gas production per day operating
experience. They are committed to delivering
consistent and efficient production and performance,
while adhering to sustainable environmental
objectives. The company operates production and
storage facilities around the world, with a 14 strong
fleet spanning the Caribbean, Brazil, West Africa and
Southeast Asia.
With ongoing and complex projects including the
decommissioning of units as part of their full lifecycle
experience, and employing around 2,500 offshore crew

and onshore staff, SBM Offshore required a robust and
scalable solution to effectively manage the operation
and maintenance of their offshore fleet.
SBM Offshore assessed a range of leading products
before selecting the iPlanSTO solution based on
transparency of cost, ease of use, support and
functionality.
You can find out more about IAMTech and the
innovative solutions they offer at: www.IAMTech.com

is sponsored by www.imtex-controls.com – see them on page 7
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Lorien managing director to retire after three decades
L

projects and building strong client relationships.

orien Engineering Solutions group managing director Steve Slater is to
retire after more than three decades with the company.

As a Chartered Engineer, Mallinson’s background is in the design and
implementation of manufacturing systems in the food and drink industry.
Prior to Lorien he held senior engineering positions at a major food
producer and an international packaging systems manufacturer.

Slater joined as a process engineer and held various positions over 34
years culminating in a 13 year spell as managing director.
Lorien specialises in capital projects for food, brewing, drinks, life sciences,
advanced manufacturing and logistics. The company is headquartered in
Burton-upon-Trent.

David Mallinson said, “Under Steve’s leadership we have enjoyed
substantial growth and he will be a hard act to follow. I’m delighted
to take on responsibility for our wider, international business and look
forward to working with our talented team to drive further success.”

David Mallinson will succeed Slater as group managing director following
his promotion to UK managing director 12 months ago. He now takes
overall responsibility for Lorien’s operations in the UK, Poland and South
Africa.

Lorien opened an office in Johannesburg, South Africa last year to meet
growing demand in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). A well-established office in
Wrocław, Poland serves the Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) region.

Steve Slater said, “I feel truly privileged to have worked with such a
talented and committed team and shared so many experiences and
successes. Leaving Lorien will evoke mixed emotions as I look forward to
the next phase of my life, but I know the company is in very safe hands
under Dave’s experienced leadership.

senior leadership teams in the UK and Poland. This puts us in a strong
position for the future.”

“As a business we have placed great emphasis on succession planning
over recent years with the formation and continuous development of

Mallinson, who was previously engineering director, has been with Lorien
for more than 11 years and has a track record of delivering successful

L-R: David Mallinson with Steve Slater

Lorien is a division of global engineering and technical services
organisation GP Strategies Corporation, headquartered in Maryland,
USA.
Contact
www.lorienengineering.com
www.gpstrategies.com

Classifieds
Springs

Fluid Technology

Site Protection

Hinges

Maintenance

Filtration Equipment

Leak Control

Security Cages

Gas Cages

Machine Building Systems

Packaging Solutions

Ultrasonic Cleaning

Injection Moulding

Units 1-4, Cashel Road, Wirral, Merseyside
Tel: 0151 639 6020 Fax: 0151 334 7407
Email: sales@hilsonic.co.uk
Web: www.hilsonic.co.uk
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Classifieds
Slip Ring Collector Columns

Pumps

Air Pollution

Viscometers
ATAC Nµline Cone &
Plate Viscometers,
reliable quality control
measurement across
a range of industrial
processes.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Paints and coatings
Resins
Adhesives & sealants
Laminates
Food and beverage
Soaps & hand creams

+44 (0)1380 818411
sales@ATACgroup.com
www.atacgroup.com

DVR & Inspection Systems

Surface Technology

Cleaning & Facilities Management

Quality Certification

Commercial cleaning and facilities
services across the UK
0161 972 3000 info@floorbrite.co.uk
www.floorbrite.co.uk

Solenoid Valves

Protective Coatings

Laboratory

Vacuum Packers

Metal Fasteners

Electronics Equipment

Control Equipment

DD-Scientific is a fast growing
electrochemical sensor manufacturer.
Founded in 2011 by Daniel Davies,
we are now producing nearly 1 million
sensors per year in our factory on the
South coast of the UK.
From the start our goal has been to
provide high quality and performance
sensors to the market at competitive
prices. We have achieved this by
investing in new technologies and
manufacturing equipment to build
sensors with low variability and high
reliability.
T +44 (0)2392 381249
info@ddscientific.com
www.ddscientific.com

Software

Gas Instruments
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